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EDITORIAL

This South Pacific Islands Fisheries Development Agency's
newsletter is Ho. 5; it therefore opens the second year of publication.
Thi3 issue follows closely on the preceding Newsletters 3 and
4 covering the end of. 1971 (issuedafter long delays due to practical difficulties )whi-ch gave some indication of the Fisheries Agency's policy
following recommendations by the Second Meeting of the Consultative
Committee and decisions taken at FAO Headquarters in Rome, and gave details
of research activities and fisheries developments in the tropical Pacific.
In this issue, which covers early 1972, it is proposed to give
more detailed information on the various current projects.
It is
tempting to say "Happy Hew Year", although we are already in ' Hayi
Actually.this is not intended as a joke as life, especially in an
Agency such as ours, is a perpetual fresh start.
To do, undo, do again
is always to do something.
Thus from meetings to committees, and then to
sub-committees,one meets again to vote motions and -start fresh enquiries.
During that time the earth revolves, the seasons change, the tides rise
and fall regularly and navigation continues in coastal waters or on the
high seas depending on the weather - hut the projects make no progress!
Thus some sort of history.is written, reflecting a chronology of event's
which has no hearing on facts.
Thus a chronicle could he compiled ...
which would list exchanges of correspondence and cables, calm or agitated
meetings, visits and missions which were either well prepared or nastily
improvised, which have marked the life of our Fisheries Agency in the la'st
few months.
tilth minor variations this occurs in almost all agencies.'
But we prefer to:concentrate on-'iaore solid facts. • I'lhile some
people go to great lengths to amuse the'gallery, more or less successfully,'
others, in. the background, who are more modest, work quietly but resolutely,
with eagerness, passion and courage to achieve something which may be of'
value to the islands' communities.
During a visit to Fiji in March.and the Hew Hebrides in April,
the Project. Manager had the pleasure of again finding'himself in the halthy,frank,
cordial environment of those who strive, at sea or inshore, often in difficult.
conditions.
Despite many last minute difficulties due 'to outside interference, the•current work in Palau and in St Vincent Bay*
Hew Caledonia,
has.taken such ail impetus that nothing, and no one, can now stop it.
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Few are the territories which have not informed the Agency of
some activities undertaken during recent months and we are aware that
eagerness and enthusiasm are now beginning to bear fruit in the Gilbert
and Ellice, in the Cook Islands and the Solomons, as also in French Polynesia,
the Trust Territory and in Papua/lTew Guinea.
The solidarity of men of action is being stimulated throughout the
islands groups.
One of the main lessons to be drawn from living in the
South Seas is that, more than anywhere else, a nan on his'own is doomed.
It, is, therefore a very encouraging omen to note the rapid increase in exchanges
of information, views, advice and services. We feel that one of the vitai
roles of:the Fisheries, Agency, and of its Project Manager, is the subtle
and fundamental one of acting as. a driving.and snowballing link to overcome
distances, language barriers, and>mutual errors.
¥e-> feel .therefore that we have made a fairly satisfactory start.
Of course the Fisheries Agency still does not have a Co-Manager since no
Fisheries Officer has been appointed to the.South Pacific Commission,
Much
remains to be done before the project will have available the counterpart
facilities promised when the Plan of Operation was signed.
More support
and a better understanding on the part of some organizations is desirable.
. - But in .spite of all these worries-, delays, and obstacles, the green
light for action has been given and this is all-important.
The South Pacific Commission's Planning Committee was impressed
by this, and expressed its support for the Fisheries Agency's work, for the
present and the future, in a resolution which will be quoted elsewhere.
The United Nations Development Prolamine has undertaken a first1
review by arranging'a mission - a consultant who visited the Agency's
headquarters and several territories during May.
Lastly, progress and the first results will be reviewed at the
Third Meeting of the Fisheries Agency's Consultative Coramittee which will
open in iloumea on Monday 7th August and continue,with the.South Pacific '
Commission Technical Fisheries I'-Ieeting,until- Saturday 12th August.
All beings, all organizations, go through growing troubles from
which they emerge either revitalised or exhausted.
Apparently,•in the
life of publications of .all kinds,, the second year is a turning point and
one of destiny.
with,-your support of this-Newsletter and your collaboration
we hope, dear readers, that 1S72 will see a regular periodic issue* : It is' '
our wish that this modest bulletin should not .only be the Fisheries Agency's
spokesman hut also a link of solidarity for all those who strive for better
knowledge and development of tropical and equatorial Pacific resources.
\Je hope it may be of some value.
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Extract from the report of the
SOUTH PACIFIC COMMISSION PLftllHIUG COMMITTEE
•(held.in Houmea, Hew Caledonia, 10-14 April 1972)

III.

Consideration of the Three-Year Work Programme
' C: Agriculture, Livestock and Fisheries
Items 519. 692, 695. 698/699 - Fisheries
43.
In view of the importance of SPIFDA to the development of
.fisheries in the region, the Planning Committee appointed a subcommittee to examine the future of SPIFDA and to make recommendations., . .The following recommendations made by the sub-committee
were accepted by the Planning- Committee to be submitted to the
Twelfth South Pacific Conference and Thirty-tfif th Session of the
South Pacific Commission:
(1) Existing SPIFDA projects should be continued at the
present planned level, based on recommendations of the
Second Consultative Committee 1971•
(2) New or expanded projects should be discussed as part of
a joint UKDP/SPC review of SPIFDA in 1972; this review
should include a strong development economics component
to ensure that regional and territorial needs are appropriately rankedo
(5) SPC should make planning provision for cash contribution
to SPIFDA (or a successor agency) as follows;

WA

19JZ2*
A$ 15,000

A$ 20,000

1315.
A$ 25,000

for three reasons:
(i) to ensure the counterpart provision is provided;
(ii) to ensure continuance of SPIFDA for the life of the
present Plan of Operation, and beyond if necessary;
(iii) to enable SPC representatives to make provisional
commit.aents up to this level, if required, during
the forthcoming review of SPIFDA's future.
*

to ensure the settlement of accounts between the
Agency and SPC.

(4) For--the -same reasons, SPC
to continue the Fisheries
consider re-establishment
future of SPIFDA has.been

should make planning provision
Officer post 1973-75, and
of further posts after the
decided.

44. The following items were accorded Priority I status:
Item 5t9
Item 692

- Fisheries Officer
1973-75
- SPC counter-contribution to
,.;
IfflDP(SF) for SPIFDA at the levels
recommended at paragraph 43 (5) ofthe Report
. ..... '1975-75
Item 693
- Technical meetings-on.Fisheries
1974
Items 698/699- Regional Symposia *'
.....
"1975

*
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. THE ST VINCENT BAY MARINE CULTURE EXPERIMENTAL STATION
HEW CALEDONIA

Why St.Vincent Bay ? ,-•.•:...-.•
St Vincent Bay lies north-west of Noumea on the ¥est coast
of New, Caledonia. It is a geographical complex covering an area some
80 km by 20 km which includes all natural environments found in tropical
Pacific islands.. . .
The continental. coastline area is "bordered by large
mangrove marshes; comparatively abundant fresh water from the Tontouta,
Ouenghi and Ouamenie rivers flows into the lagoon through vast deltas.
The shoreline is therefore made up of mangroves and deep channels
hetween rocky heads and outcrops which form a hard substratum sandwiched
"between soft substrata. The lagoon is divided into two ;di.s.tinct parts
"by a string of islands. Between the islands and the continental shore
the lagoon has a typical subaeri-al erosion morphology with large coralless
expanses of mud.and sandy-mud silt. In this inner lagoon grow extensive
grassy areas harbouring large numbers of green turtles (CheIonia mvdas J
and Dugong or sea-cows. The latter live in herds several dozens strong
and are now closely protected. Large populations.of crustaceans (crabs,
penaeidae prawns, stomatopoda, etc.) also live on the muddy and sandy-mud
"bed of the inner lagoon. :
.
Coral life in the inner lagoon is poor and limited to a
few isolated structures. By contrast, the outer lagoon is typically
oceanic and coralline. The islands are bordered by fringing reefs," and
the lagoon is.boundered on the ocean side by a great outer barrier
indented by deep;passes (passes of TJitoe, St Vincent and Ial6) through
which.there is an.active interchange of lagoon waters, causing strong.
currents throughout the bay.
, ;.
...Thus, for applied research work on the development of marine
resources., St Vincent Bay offers all the. environments to be found in .the
tropical Pacific. Because of this, exceptional combination it.'.was chosen
in 1960 for systematic biological and ecological research work for the
Paris National 'Huseum of Natural History, under the ».'Mission Singer Polignac"
research prpgramme. ,A vast amount of fundamental research data was
collected by-some twenty geologists, geographers,.botanists and^marine.
biologists who. worked in the area several months, and. even in some cases
several years, bptweeh 1960 and. 1965. This work which .is. now being..
published is a very valuable reference source for all marine farming and
development work. .
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•''v-Oh,_;the'.. strength;., of the/suitability,'/of the •.natural, conditions
alone this site" "should have'been selected for' marine" culturS development
projects. But in addition it affords vital- logistic facilities whithout
which no large scale valid project can be considered in the South Pacific
islands.where many a good project which should otherwise have been
successful failed because of distances, communications and, transport ..,
difficulties. For no large scale applied research or demonstration
programme can be undertaken unless, the flow of supplies is reliable and
maintenance and respair facilities for the equipment are available. Since
planning.and- executive staff are.expected to work non-stop, sometimes •
night and day, a minimum of comfort, of laboratory and of accommodationfacilities are necessary. There must also be facilities to take delivery
of, and transport quickly, live consignments from, abroad f o r breeding
;and; rearing.
., , , ,
,- i • •
•••••••-.•-,••.< ,.r,-,.r ....,,.
W i t h a n international airport close b y (30 minutes or so),,
a fast major-highway which puts Noumea at less than one hour b y road,.
St:.Vincent B a y is- exceptionally well situated. For example, live
consignments; cam b e transported from the Baie de St Vincent Station to.
laboratories and experimental farms in Honolulu in approximately .10 hours,
to Tahiti in 8 hours, to the Sydney area in 4. to 5 hours (approximately
8 hours for Port Stephens), and to the Auckland area in 5 to 6 hours.Thus ; a relay circuit can be set u p with the major experimental research
stations throughout the Pacific. This factor will prove vital.when it
comes to farming out breeding, post-larval, and acclimatized stock,; to
centres located in other territories which will thus benefit from the
work done in St Vincent Bay.

:

Spirit of the -project
W h e n planning the "Baie.de St Vincent" project, fundamental
research and projects which would require complicated and difficult
techniques, and which should only be carried out by. highly specialized
laboratories, have been deliberately excluded. This however.does, not
imply that there will b e no research o r that a day-to-day pragmatic
.approach will b e preferred, to strict scientific requirements. B u t ,
initially, the project will concentrate o n achieving positive results,,
•in .the rapid growth of high density, reared stocks. •
,••"-••••
; £;'7 ,-.
I n the reefs, lagoons and mangroves, good natural ^.breeding
stock : i s usually available, in sufficient quantity, to provide an..,..
abundance>of larval and early juvenile stock.. In many areas oyster.spat,
larval: and. post-larval crustaceans and fish fry are readily available.
Contrary to general, belief tropical Pacific reef lagoons and mangroves,
do not suffer .from-an undue, depletion of breeding, stock, o r the lack of.
early juveniles. It is later, during growth, that disastrous mortalities
occur and wipe out much of the resources which would otherwise b e
available for human consumption.
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'-~~'.'~--^-~.:~- what 'is required, therefore, is to protect oyster spat,
prawn post-larvae-and fish fry from, predator attacks so they can have
'• a-rapid-and undisturbed growth in the best hydrological environment
and in adequate food conditions.
Thus the St Vincent Bay Station will concentrate first
and foremost on developing the best techniques for capturing and rearing
youngs, and on producing optimal growth .conditions for the juvenile by
achieving a biophysical.and biochemical balance of the water masses and
by providing supplementary food, A study will be.made of the behaviour
of various species groups according to. densities-and-to their association
with other groups, to ascertain whether integrated cycles of several
simultaneous rearings can be achieved,
Only later, and at a more sophisticated stage, can controlled
production and mass rearing or larvae be developed with -a-view to breating
wholly integrated and controlled farms, from reproduction stock to
marketable produce.
Thus it should be possible soon, within two years at most,
'to develop practical techniques intended for professional fish farmers
who could come to the centre, for training and then be able to start
family farms or co-operative groups of their own. The centre would
then be responsible for the overall supervision of farm establishment
and for providing assistance to farmers in the foria of advice on food,
water change techniques and the use of methods best suited to local
conditions. Only when this stage has been reached will it'be possible
to expand laboratory activities to the selection of breeding stock and the
controlled production of rearing stock (oyster and other molluscs spat,
prawn post-larvae, fish fry).
Research will also be conducted in the near future on the
possibility of introducing foreign fast growing species, by importiJig-;j;
rearing stock, either from natural beds or from artificial reproduction
centres.
. 1972-1975 Work Programme
'"""
Having regard to the considerations mentioned above the
' following Work Programme "has been prepared:
1.

Mollusc
1.1

Culture

Oysters
1.1.1

' ' '

. .::.
Native species: mangrove oysters (Crassostrea
e.chihata) and rock oysters (Crasaostrea
jglomerata);'
spat collection and study of growth in various
environments,
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1.1.2

1.2

Imported speciesJ Japanese.oysters (Crassostrea
gjgas), Australian oysters (Crassostrea
commercialis). Philippines oysters (Crassostrea
iradalei);
importation of natural and artificial spat;
• study of; .growth in controlled tanks.

Mussels,
Transplantation trials, of Manila Bay green mussel spat
(Mytilus smaragdinus) and of New Zealand green mussels
(Perna canaliculus);
study of growth, in controlled tanks and study ,of possible
reproduction with imported stock.
:>t~-

2.

.Prawn Culture
2.1

High density rearing trials with natural and artificial
feed for penaeidae and metapenaeidae species prodiicing
post-larvae in. St Vincent Bay.
Acclimatization trials of Artemia salirta in the. Ouenghi
salt marshes and the abandoned Uitoe salterns.'

3.' .

Fish Culture
Collection of 20.000 young mullets of several species in the
river mouths and the inner lagoon, and stocking in rearing
tanks for growth control, with study of the effects of water
renewals and natural and artificial fertilizers.

For all species, production trials of juveniles (spat, fry and post-larvae).
Facilities
1.

Finance

The Terriroty of Ifew Caledonia has allocated the,Bai,e de.St
Vincent Experimental Centre 10.9 M francs C¥B (approximately"^ lT5,6oo)
for the calendar year 1st January to 31st December 1972.. These funds are
intended for setting up the Centre infrastructure and for local operating
costs. The Fisheries Agency will provide a marine culture expert for a
maximum period of 12 months,
2.

Technical aspects
'.

-•-

-'

2

„
The working installations consist of a 139000 m pond with a
20,000 m capacity. This pond is boundered in the north and the south by

9
two
120
the
the

hills, in the east "by a dyke-road and in the west by a compact earth,
ia long, "barrage .whose crest is at the + 2 m tide-mark*.
The foot of
barrage is at the tide-mark* 0.30 m in relation to mean sea-levelj .
depth will be 2 m at the outlet..

The overflow is evacuated through three outlet pipes under the
dyke-road into a salt swamp at the tide-mark* + 0.95 Q with possible
further development over several hectares. The water for 'filling or
changing the pond water is supplied by a centrifugal motor pump which
raises the water 4 metres and discharges it by gravity via a 75 m long
concrete pipe with a diameter of 0.5 m.
The specified output is 750 m3/h
and on average pumping will be possible 6 hours per day.
The pumped water
is discharged into pounds (claires) covering an area of 100 m^ intended for
controlled culture and observation of oysters and mussels.
The water then
overflows from these "claires" into the main farming pond.
If required
the pond can be emptied and filled again in 43 hours.
The pond is emptied by gravity and the water level is controlled
by a concrete sluice built inside the pond and to be right of the medium
part of the dyke, A 30 m3 fish pond upstream collects the animals and
facilitates their capture.
When the plant becomes operational, power will be provided by
two 25 kw generators which will also supply the food crushing plant, the
laboratory and accommodation premises.
The temporary installations consist
of a 36 m laboratory space and 96 n? for accommodation built to stand winds
up to 200 km/h (the roof is a reinforced concrete slab).
All premises and plant are designed to allow for-further'.extension.

3«

Planning and development

The plans were prepared in close collaboration between the
Fisheries Agency and the Department of Fisheries of Hew Caledonia (Service
de la marine marcharide et des peches maritimes). The territory of Hew
Caledonia has called in a consultant for seven months, H. Raoul Derijard,
who arrived in Noumea on 26 Februar^r 1972, to carry out the first: phase, of
the Fisheries Agency's project.
lie Derijard, who is 35s is a pupil--of.
Professor Plres, Director of the Marine Biology Laboratory at Endoume
(Marseilles), ,-He. is a marine biologist who specialises in oceanography
and tropical ecology; for seven years (1962-68) he was in charge of the
marine biology laboratory at Tulear (lladagascar). For two years (1969 and
1970) he managed the Ivory Coast Marine Rearing Company at Abidjan (ivory
Coast),... . In 1971, he supervised the activities of. the Korbihan agricultural
* The tide-marks are expressed in relation to mean sea-level which,'for
Noumea harbour, is itself O.96 m of datum.
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farm in Brittany, at Quiberon, and lie organised a marine farming research
and development programme for the' "Compagnie Generale Transatlaiitique"" •
(controlled production of oyster spat> eel rearing, prawn rearing)*
Br Berijard who has a doctorate in oceanography (July 1963)
teaches at Montpellier University (scientific and technical) as Senior
Lecturer (Maltre Assistant) in the Department of marine hydrobiology. ,:
His published scientific works concern Indian Ocean crustaceans.
The design aiid blueprints were finalized by Professor Boumenge
and Br Derijard: in March and the works schedule was passed to Mr F.'Raulet,
architect and Kr- Stephanopoli, engineer for implementation.
In the initial stages of study and work the Fisheries' Agency
will have'available the. services of an FAO expert' biologist,' HrHiH^.'-Baird,
at present on an appointment in British Honduras, who should arrive in
Noumea early in June. Mr Baird is an expert in oyster and mussel farming.
Before joining FAO, he worked for the Conway Laboratory, in I/ales, in
Great Britain.
After assisting in initial work the Baie de St "Vincent
Centre Mr- Baird is to study the possibilities of extending the trials to
Fiji if the environmental factors seem suitable and if local assistance
is available.

4.

Initial survey of natura,! • stocks

Samples of the prawn fauna have been collected at regular
intervals in various appropriate places around the Centre area. An
initial survey carried out by II. Alain Ilichel of C1EX0 (national Oceanography Experimental Centre) of samples collected up to the end of January
1972 has produced three species of penaeidae:
- Fenaeus monodon (Giant tiger prawn)
- Penaeus merguiensi3 (Banana prawn)
- Penaeua seaisulcatus (Green tiger prawn)
as well as two species offfetapenaeuswhich it has not yet been possible
to identify with related Australian and Hew Guinean sp'ecies and which may
perhaps be new species.
A systematic study of the effects of tides and the moon on •
the behaviour of natural stocks is being conducted.
Techniques and gear for mass cat doing of post-larvae juveniles
are being experimented.
Beep water fishing with a view to making a
preliminary survey of natural stocks will be underiaken.. during.. May or ...
June.
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Progress of .the if arks-at the site .

The civil engineering works began on 10th April and the main
dyke, the dyke-road and the concrete fish trap (moine pecherie).were
completed on 3rd Hay.
These works required moving by transport and
packing more than 2000 m3 of spoil earth and filling material. Work
xms started on the water piping system early in liay and the pumping plant,
ordered from Australia, will be installed in. liay. 'The experimental pond
will be flooded in June and at the same time work will begin on the ;
laboratory-accommodation block.
The preparatory work necessary before
farming can begin is in hand: ploughing of the pond bed, spreading of
chemical fertilisers before flooding, building of the shellfish pounds
(claires) for oysters and mussels, making of floating crates for fish
and crustacean rearing stock.
The supply of oyster farming equipment, and of• products intended
for' special operations (Rotenone,.Furamace, fish genital extracts) and
for auxiliary rearings (irtemia salina roes) is already in place.
The funds used to achieve this, which are provided by Hew
Caledonia,' are approximately as follows:
3 million francs CFP (approx. US $ 32,250) for civil engineering,
building of the fisheries' dykes, piping and. claires;.
.1..million francs CFP (approx. US $ 10,750) for the pumping
plant and installation;'
' 2 million francs CFP (approx. .US $ 2.1,500) for- the laboratoryaccommodation block;
1 million francs CFP (approx. US $ 10,750) for equipment,
transportation and general expenses.
•••!••

*

TEE MARINE CULTURE EXPERIMENTAL STjJIOtf.
KOROR. PALAU. TRUST TERRITORY

Way Koror, in the Palau islands?
The establishment of a marine culture demonstratioii centre
at Koror, in the Palau islands, is due neither to chance nor to
political choice. The'decision to set up a centre for the experimentation and. farming of marine culture techniques adapted to the equatorial
Pacific islands was dictated by a combination of esceptionnally favourable factors.
Firstly, part of the Palau islands consists of a karstic
reef limestone structure, overun by sea, with vast natural basins
surrounded by steep rocky walls. These basins can easily be controlled
since hydrological exchanges take place through narrow channels linking
the basins which become gradually larger. .
Such an assortment of conditions is very seldom found in
the Pacific islands as it requires a combination, successively of a
raised compact reef limestone mass, then erosion with heavy sub-aerial
dissolution after the uplift and,. lastly,a subsequent .overrunning by
sea,, due either to the" raising of the oceanic level or to subsidence of
the insular mass. These characteristics are found partially near Palau
in Yap island, also in some islands of the Lau group in Fiji and in the
north of Tonga island group, but air these areas are too remote and not
well enough known for consideration to.be given at present to the setting
up of an applied research centre,
The Japanese who administered the island under a League of
Nations mandate from 1920 to 1944* were well aware of the exceptional
potential of the Palau islands. A very good marine biology laboratory
was started in 1935 and for 10 years (1935-1944) a large team of
Japanese scientists (altogether 30 people) compiled observations on the
Palau islands lagoons and reefs which brought out their exceptional
wealth and their considerable natural potential for fishing and narine
farming. Pre-war work (1938-1941) and a large number of scientific
publications in Japanese and in English represent most valuable reference
data for the present development projects.
After the end of hostilities the American administration,
under the termsof the United Nations Trusteeship, confirmed the suitability of Palau as the best site for a new start in the development of
marine resources by setting up, on the island, the central laboratory
and the headquarters of the Marine Resources Division of the Territory.
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This Divisionjunder the intelligent and energetic drive of Peter Wilson,
assisted by a team of voting'American "biologists and also "by competent
••and- devoted Hicronesiari assistants,has- "been working continuously to
•develop the local potential.
In the field of pelagic fishing, a skipjack (Katsuwonus
•pelanis)1 freezing plant has "been successfully set up "by the Van Camp
Company. Ey contrast, almost everytliing remains to he done with regard
to development of lagoon resources as a marine farming venture requires
a rather protracted action and a great deal of outside assistance.
Yet. logistically, Palau is in quite a good position, with
a good airport for air communications irith Guam, though the supply of
equipment•and repair services is still often uncertain. The interest
shown by the Universities of Hawaii, California and Japan in marine
biology studies in Palau is an additional insurance of essentiel assistance and support since more than anywhere else it is impossible to
"go it alone" in the Pacific islands.
Spirit of the Pro.ject
The final'choice for locating the marine culture demonstration centre at Palau was made at the second meeting of the
Fisheries Agency Consultative Committee which was held in Noumea from
18th to 22nd October 1971. Previously; all the Fisheries Agency's
consultants who had studied I-Iicronesia had stressed the .value of
setting up a centre in the Palau islands (reports by Mr John Glude,
Professor F. Doumenge and Professor Villaluz in particular). As
early as November 1971, steps were taken to determine the problems
involved and to find quick and practical solutions for launching
:
the project.
After a study visit to Japan at the end of October 1971,
Mr John Glude, Fisheries Agency consultant., visited the Palau islands
for three weeks to enlarge upon his previous survey. He was joined
on the 15th of November by Professor F'. Doumenge, SPIFDA Project
Manager. During one week, from 15th to 22nd iTovember, a working group
including Mr Peter. TJilson, Director of the Trust Territory Marine
Resources Department, Dr James HcVey, Marine Biologist at that Department, Hr John Glude and Processor Frangois Doumenge, worked out the
contents of the project in detail in order to submit 'to UEDP and FAO
a precise work programme plan and budget and so as to be in a position
to seek all possible outside assistance.
The Palau demonstration'c'entre is designed not only as an
applied research institution which will maintain close contacts with
the laboratories and experts specialising in this field (in particular
in Japan, the Philippines and the United States), but also to offer
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-•-•'••'• facilities- for the training of staff and' skilled labour with a. view
to1' passing' oh, in island village..'communities, the techniques developed
most likely to yield appreciable additional resources for the. islands'
economics.
• ...:':.•.' . .-•- ' :.,-'!• :• As ;a first step, a '.dosep 'trainees from Palau islands• Will
be•selected' and trained." ' Later, ; depending on results and lessons
•learnt from'this experiment, trainees Trill be recruited from•other
Trust Territory islands'and from other islands who trill be sent, with
scholarships, by'the tei^ritories participating in the Fisheries Agency
projects.
The promotion of education and training.of actual marine
farmers amongst the islanders is uppermost in the project which, thus
meets 1 'perfectly the recotoendations of the Consultative Cammittee.-and
the p'rovl'sibhs'cf 'the1 SPIFDA Plan of Operation.
,•.-.. .•»••.•••
1972-1973 liork Programme
The remarkable potential rhi c h exists around Koror and
throughout the Palau islands has led to the- preparation- of an ambitious programme so as not to neglect the development of some sectors:
1.

Molluscs
1.1' Oysters
1.1.1 ' Native oysters

;'•'''
"' •••''" "-'

•'••'"•' '•• *" •••'•••'
' ":

In the Palau islands, there are fairly large
natural stocks of oysters Orassostrea ^lometa-ra
and Crassostrea echinata. The time of spatfall
. will have to be ascertained as well .as the most
suitable collectors and equipment for this ,:1
' culture,:
... ;•
' ' A selection of the. most suitable- species for
"the market will be carried, out having.regard.to
the rate of growth and the flavour..pf the ; flesh,
1.1.'2' Foreign oysters '

.•••:••.

Study the behaviour of a small batch of Orassostrea giffas from a Californian .artificial
''spat production center. :
.
. ,

•15
1.2

Pearl oysters

'..::';;,;. -',. •:•.,..

Collect and study the development 'pf.vPinc;t&fl.a.':.sp. arid
Fteria sp. from the lagoon,
Evaluate the possibilities of using reared shellfish
either for sale as curios for tourists or' for pearl
production.
1.3
"

2.

Giant clam shellfish
• Ascertain the rate of growth of the three species of
Tridacnes and Hipopus, T^ffiffas, T. ^squamps, H. hipopua;
'ascertain their reproduction cycle and the feasibility
of obtaining and rearing larvae in controlled tanks.

Crustaceans
2.1

Sea prawns
Survey of the natural lagoon prawn stock, concentrating
in particular-on penaeidae. • ' . , ' - . .

2.2 Fresh water prawns
Survey of the natural stock of Macrobrachium lar;
introduction of Hacrobrachium rosenbergi in taro
fields, compare behaviour of the two liacrobrachium
species in flooded fields'..
3.

Turtles
...Ccqitihue .rearing, trials ,of young, turtles?, \study growth
rate and mortality.
..'::...

4.

• Fish

4.1
••
• ;-

' • ' • ' '

Rabbit fish. (Sigamus lineatus and Sigamus fuse esc eus)
Ascertain the reproduction cycle; •
rear fry from natural layings and ascertain growth
rateup to a marketable''size; ' -.'.••
experiment with natural or artificial feed formulae
•with a view to increasing growth rate.

:

4-:.2 Mlkfish" (Charios chanos)
Introduce juveniles from the Philippines for experimental rearing,
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Facilities
.1. - Participating. "bodies-; .-. ,

".:.•

.,.;.

The rapid development of the demonstration centre has been
made •possible, by.the combination .of-assistance and. support from various
international and national bodies' andvaid-granting institutions.
1.1

":?"''

.

"

Trust Territory Marine Respurees Division

It has made available to the project its administrative
. infrastructure-, its laboratory, its equipment, and transport
... and workshop .facilities..; k full time marine biologist of
'.."' tEe Division ha3 been appointed to conduct the project.
He is Mr James McVey, 29 yrs, B.Sc. "(1965), University of
I'liami,- M.S. (1967), University of Hawaii, Ph.D. larine
biology (1970)> University of Hawaii'i^'i^/'S^. worte'd'on
oysters and crustaceans in Florida (1963-1965), who later
became particularly interested in problems regarding the
succession of organisms on new substrata - fouling and
artificial reefs ^ in Hawaii (Lockheed-:iircraft Company
fouling project 1965-1967), Poiai Bay artificial reef
1967-1970).
James McVey who has also a great deal.of experience in
.. research, cruises in the Pacific joined the Harine Resources
Division, Palau laboratory, in 1970.
In addition, secretariat% interpretation and public works
staff, paid by the Harine Resources Division, is available
part time oi* full time for the project development.

.-1.2. The South-Pacific Islands'. -Fisheries Development Agency

(FAO/UHDP)
It has contributed, tc the project, consultants -services
and a small contribution of equipment (1 stereomicroscope
.. and documentation/data-),. ...For 1972-1975,. SP'I-FDA will bear
the cost of 12 months of oyster farming expert and 6 months
of fish farming expert. The oyster farming expert has just
been selected % .;.he. is,. Mr ..Clyde Bayce, 51 yrs, marine biologists
Ifillapa Bay laboratory,; i-Jashington.State, U.S.A. Mr Sayce
,.... •,.
has more than twenty/years experience in- practical and commercial oyster: farming- on the United- States' Pacific coast.
He has visited Japan on a great many occasions to inspect
the quality of the- spat, imported each year'from January to
March from the Sendai area ( Miyagi province).
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Mr Sayce specializes in forecasts of density and timing of
!..: ^.oyster,, s.patf alls .on-the Washington State coast line and has
^...^furthermore contributed in the development of new farming
_,;,• techniques,. He is due to start work in Koror at the begin•;• ,- ,;:: rningvof Hay 1 972' and will remain there until the end of
April 1973.
In addition to providing1 an oyster farming expert for 12
months and a fish farming expert for 6 months, the Fisheries
. .
- -Agency will provide the services- of its Project Manager
-.•who will stay in Koror about 3 weeks in 1972.
1.3

Hational Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, U.S. Department
of Commerce '
'
1.3.1 Office of Sea Grant
The "Sea Grant" has granted @US 7,500 to the project,
from 1st March to 1st July 1972, to cover the
expenses of 10 Micronesian trainees and initial
capital expenditure-. A request for $US 70s000
covering a two-year period (July 1972 to June 1974)
has been submitted to continue and expand the
project,
1.3.2

National Marine Fisheries Service, Seattle Branch
With Ilr John Glude, it provides technical and administrative assistance in the selection and purchase
of equipment in the United States and deals with
relations with the suppliers.

1.3.3

National Marine Fisheries Service,' Honolulu Branch
This Service has accepted to deal as central delivery
point for the project equipment and to facilitate
its shipment in particular on the research vessel
• CROMIJELL which undertakes periodical cruises in
Micronesia.

1.4

Palau Community Action Agency
It has set aside an amount of SUS 51 ,<SS6 for'!Palau oyster
market research ($ 17,666) and as a contribution to training
activities at the center1 (&24,000)';and' extension work at
the village level -f® t0,00O).lX & additional' contribution
will be forthcoming during the future stages of the project.
- ' --,:'
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1*5

Peace Corps

•The' Peace Corps has undertaken to provide technical staff
and; Mdlbgjr assistants to. assist experts provided by the
•"'• FAQ and undertake the training of local "staff who, later
•••"•'oiij would take-over the administration and 'implementation
of the project.
' •'
,1 -6 • Support ..already given or being negociated
Many bodies have -shown their interest and willingness to
participate in the activities of the Palau Siarine culture
'demonstration centre. These are in particular;
• 2.

The Foundation for the peoples of -the'-South Pacific
East-West Center, Honolulu
The University of, Hawaii (ilarine Biology Section)
Guam University (Marine Biology Section).

Location

The demonstration centre's initial work will take-place in
the southern part of Palau islands in three major areas:
Koror area
Peleliu
•Kgatpang Bay*
2.1

Koror area
The operational "base for
operations is located in
and demonstration center
ly 6 km) and it can be
thirty minutes.

the laboratories and the land
Koror harbour. The experimentation
is close to the port "(approximatereached easily by boat in about

The site selected consists of a series of 3 karstic basins
of successively larger size, linked by very narrow channels
but having an excellent tidal interchange of water. The
inner basin is the smallest (diameter approximately .100
meters), it has a sandy bed and seaweed patches; it is
almost entirely closed at low tide by a rocky shelf and
could easily be developed into a turtle or fish pond.
The middle basin,'much larger (diameter approximately 200
• meters), has two lateral channels on either side of a
• small island which acts as a stopper. It has been selected
for the land base as there is an intermediate platform overlooking a good rock oyster deposit. The topography is suitable
for fish ponds and shellfish farming fixed installations.
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The outer basin which,with its secondary ramifications is
more than 500 m in diameter, constituting a water reservoir
of some twenty hectares, is an ideal place for collecting spat
and for suspended culture trials. This basin runs'into' a
secondary bay which itself opens out on to the large channel
to Koror harbour.
Thus, the demonstration centre lias available a site which is
easy to develop without excessive, cost and suitable for all
kinds of experiments with molluscs, fish and' turtle's.
2.2

Peleliu island
At the south-east end of Palau islands, the slightly raised
reef limestone structure of Peleliu affords a nice 4 to 5
hectares pond, which the inhabitants of the neighbouring
village already use as a natural reserve of fish, which
enter it as fry and grow to adult, siae. But the inlet and
the renewal of the water in,this natural fish pond leave
much-to be desired." Pipes placed under a road constructed
during the last war by the American Army'only allow a limited
supply from the mangrove channels which fill up at high tide.
By simply cleaning up the edges of the pond and improving
water circulation, it will be suitable for controlled fish
farming experimentation.

2.3

Ngatpang Bay
The bay is a large indentation in the south-west coast of
the central island (Babelthuap); it is undoubtedly a most
suitable site for fattening experiments near and in the
mangrove channels which cover a large coastal area. Control
of the water is out of the question, but there are vast
areas with suitable depths for suspended culture.

3-

Initial work

In the basins located near Koror, observations and trials
have been carried out throughout 1971. A first batch of collectors on
raft was installed in January and in Hay there were good fixations on
the collectors and young oysters growing rapidly.
These installations sunk in July; other rafts and floats
were installed in August, and there were other good fixations by November.
Various types of collectors have been tried (trochus shells,
giant clams, cement slabs, old tyre pieces). On the ropes and intervals
between collectors there were fixations of Pteria which showed an extraordinary growth (shells more than 15 cm long weighing more than 150 g,
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including;flesh, on collectors under water less than six months). It
is undoubtedly one of"the highest growth rates reported for bivalve
molluscs;.
"'
,,'.-.•.-.
As a gesture to emphasize its will to see the activities
of the centre started as soon as possible, the Marine Resources Division
:.built in November 1971, and installed, during December.,, a light prefabricated wooden bungalow for use as accommodation for workers in the
field. Since then a fresh-water tank has been installed (3,000 gallons)
and a generator's also being installed.
,
Materials suitable for the construction of rafts and of
.fixed installations for spat collection and oyster farming has been
"delivered by sea by the CROMWELL in March, as well as materials for
floating boxes and fish ponds.
,^,.,w:;'. .;•»-•:-!:Furthermore, controlled hatching trials of good quality
turtle eggs (Hawksbill'turtle, Eretmochelis imbricata).have been started
again and new juvenile rearing experiment carried out in 1972 for comparison with the early data collected in 1971.
Results obtained and comments
thereon by James McVey appear elsewhere in this issue.

*
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PROGRESS 01' THB liARIES TURTLE PROJECT

The study of. problems related to the protection of marine
turtle species endangered by human exploitation in the tropical
Pacific concerns all the territories within the scope of the Fisheries
Agency.
In 197V two. consultants, Professors Birth, of-Ariaona University, and' Hendrickson, of Utah University, visited most of the
area covered by the Fisheries Agency. Their reports are' now available:
Professor Birth's was circulated in October.1971 » and Professor
Hendrickson's has just reached us* Territorial Administrations now
have documentation they can use to undertake limited "but effective
action, . •
'
. From a number of recent developments it is plain that the
project is being pursued vigorously. Firstly, to the documentation
already available has-, been added a first class document,' with the
publication in February and the distribution in I-Iarch, of the
synopsis of biological data on green turtles ('Chelonia mydas)published
by FAO in Rome and written by Professor Hirth, the Agency's consultantIn addition, through the co-ordinated action of the Agency's
consultants, Hirth, Hendrickson and Glude, it was possible to meet
rapidly an urgent demand fOr; tagging equipment to continue current
operations and undertake new activities. Tagging equipment "was ordered
specially in the United States and forwarded at the end of April to
liestern Samoa, the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands and French
Polynesia.
In the latter territory a special mass tagging operation
was conducted in a very short time by the J-'rench Polynesian Department
of Fisheries.
Following Fisheries Agency's consultants' recommendations,
the Territorial Assembly of French Polynesia, on proposal of its
Department of Fisheries, enacted, on 23rd December 1971 J a n e w regulation on the capture and marketing of green turtles LChelonia mydas),
the text is attached.
In accordance with this regulation, about 200 green turtles
found stocked ~ and intended for sale - ' in the Scilly atoll (at the
extreme West of the Society island group), were confiscated by the
administration at the beginning of Ilarch. On 16th Ilarch the Fisheries
Agency in Noumea received a telegram from Tahiti, requesting urgently
equipment and instructions for tagging green turtles before release
into the sea. As a result of a rapid exchange of cables and corresponence between Houmea, Tahiti, Tucson (Arizona) and Salt Lake City (Utah.),
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•

88 tags and a pair of pliers were delivered 10 days later in Tahiti
and transported urgently to Scilly where the Polynesian Fisheries
Department, tagged and released, on 31st March, 67 female adult turtles,.
measuring between .87 and 110 centimetres at the longest1'part of the
shell*.
' " .:
The Fisheries Agency, the Polynesian Fisheries Department
and the consultants, Professors Hirth and Hendricksdn, "because of
their immediate co-ordination and close co-operation, w,ere able to'1
meet a new and unexpected, situation which ended with a first mass
release of tagged green turtles, in an area where, at present, ,. we have
no accurate data regarding movements and behaviour.
In addition studies on green and hawksbill turtle rearing
are continuing in some territories and we are grateful to Kr James
McVey, biologist , of the Ilarine Resource Division in . the: Trust'5e"rritory
for forwarding to us, for the information of our- readers, the: first
results of his experiments on growth and feeding of young hawksbill
turtles. Tfe look forward to receiving similar notes on current
experiments from territories.
Lastly, to show its interest in this project which covers
all territories, the South Pacific Commission has decided, as
counterpart, to participate in the purchase of equipment, and to bear
the cost of publication of the extension handbook on marine turtles
in the Pacific.
...... : :

*

*
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Resolution No. 71-209 dated 23 December 1971 on the control of
MARINE TURTLE (Che Ionia mydas) FISHING IK THE TERRITORY OF FRENCH POLYNESIA
Article^. All fishing of marine turtles (Che Ionia mydas) whose carapace
is under 65 cm in length is prohibited in the whole territory of French Polynesia.
Article 2, The capture, on land, of regulation size turtles is prohibited
between 1 November and 31 January.

;

Article 3. The capture, at sea, of regulation size turtles is prohibited
between 1 June and 31 January.
Article 4-. Turtle concentration grounds are open to fishing according
to a quota allotted to each zone and fixed by Council of Government decree
on proposal of the head of the Fisheries Department.
Ag.tig.lfe 3.t The holding of live turtles for more than 10 days is only
permitted in a fish pond fitted with a sun shade. Live turtles may only
be transported if shaded from the sun and provided they are not ill-treated
in such a way as to cause unnecessary suffering,
Article 6. The gathering of ir.at" *.re titr^le eggs on land is prohibited.
Article^a Permits for the capture of turtles of all sizes and for harvesting
of mature eggs may-be granted for scientific research purposes by the head of *
the Fisheries Department.
Articlei 8, Slaughtering of turtles shall be carried out in good, sanitary
conditions and esp3cially away from flies, dust and any polluting or infectious •'
matter.
Article °», The sale of sea turtles is prohibited throughout French Polynesia.
Article 1,0. Anyone found to have collected mature eggs on land without
permission and anyone who sells live whole turtles or turtle flesh shall be
punished in accordance with the scale of sentences provided in Decree NO.2792/AA.
dated 24 October 1968 under the fifth category of offence,.
Anyone i-rho fishes turtles of non regulation size during the
open fishing season or female turtles, on land, which have not finished laying
their eggs will be punished according to the scale of sentences provided in
Decree Ko.2792/AA dated 24 October 1968 under the fourth category of offence.
Anyone who fishes turtles during the closed fishing season
will be punished according to the scale of sentences provided by Decree NO.2792/AA
under the third category of offence,
Anyone who fails to comply with any other provision covered
by this Resolution shall be punished according to the scale of sentences provided
by Decree UO.2792/AA dated 24 October 1968 under the second category of offence. '
Article 11. This Resolution is adopted for implementation by all concerned.

(Eretmochelys
•••.

,-•'?;'••"'

'-A'-"

imbricata)

•:..:;•„..!.\.; .:.:^..James' P . McVey,' PhD... .,

:."'.'.,:" :,,

The hawksbill turtle (Eretmdchelys imbricata) is considered
:•, -an- endangered .species "by the United States Department of Ihteribl'' and;...:
ia placed on the list of protected species, 'However, there are still
viable populations within the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands
.and; particularly within the. Palau District. Increased predati'bn "trbni"'",
fishermen and the local practice of eating turtle eggs have led to a
decline in hawksbill populations. The Marine Resources.Division,of
the; Trust Territory has,.as a conservation measure, embarked on a
programme- to -raise: the turtles from the egg to a stage large enough >
to avoid most predation in nature. • The growth rates and conversion
ratio of food weight to turtle meat is also,being, exploded to,determine
futu£§^possibilities''of farming the hawksbill turtles. The;foH'owing
information was obtained from'the first of a series of experiments on •
growth-rate: and:food conversion in hawksbill turtles.
Hawksbill turtles were collected on their hatching day
(3-2-71) from natural nests in the southern uplifted rocky reef
limestone rock-island area of the Palau District. The turtles were
measured and weighed to determine average weight (12.3 gms.) and
carapace ..length (3-1 cm.') upon hatching. Approximately twenty turtles
were placed in two twelve-foot diameter ferro-cement tanks supplied
with running sea-water from an inert marine pump. The hatchlings were
--fed: a mixed"diet of tuna and bonito meat, sardines and benthic algae
• ,(l-aurencia and Padina)^ Fish was the preferred diet; only traces of .-••
algae were consumed.
-. ,-•',-.
The turtles were divided into two groups as a means of
checking the reliability of the experimental, method. Monthly
measurements of turtle weight and carapace length were made.• During
the period 6-30-71 to "8-22-713 when the turtles were approximately- v
...four to five and one-half months1 old, the daily food ration per
turtle was computed-. This data was then compared to the average weight
gain--per turtle to•estimate the food conversion ratio. .
•:''- "''•'•' Figure' I shows the'weight gain and carapace length with'time
for.<ten>':randomly selected turtles. In six months the turtles grew from
an:••initial average>'of 3.1 cia. to 14 cm. in carapace length, while'their
'• {•":• average' weight went from 12.3 gms. to 361 gms. in the same period.
.,,->,.. v -.-. Table I shows the food conversion ratio for the two groups'
. . ,of turtles, "For each group (Group A — 1 9 .turtles, Group B—20 turtles)•
..,.c-the: conversion-ratio' was very close to three indicating that it takes
about three pounds of food for one pound, weight, gained. ' . '• •
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Several difficulties were . encountered:- while, raising' the turtles.
Young hawksbills are more pugnacious than green turtles and frequently
injure each other during their aggressive feeding. Once a sore develops
it is picked at by others until the injured animal dies. Separation of
injured animals until they were healed helped to reduce this mortality.
Gentian violet was used as an antiseptic for the wounds and was applied
by dipjDing the animals in a \f° solution. Noticeable improvement occurred
after treatment, and several animals were returned to the group tank
after two to three weeks.
Frequently, a salt-like formation would appear in the corners
of the eyes of the hatchlings. This could be removed mechanically by
using a toothpick wrapped in cotton to scrape the encrustation from the
eye.
One of the most persistent problems was the growth of algae
on the backs of the young turtles. This was overcome by brushing the
back of each turtle at two-week intervals. Putting a roof over the
tanks helped to reduce this problem by reducing the light intensity for
photosynthesis.
Some hatchlings were lost due to predation from birds. Herons and
kingfishers were found sitting on the edge of the tank capturing the
young'turtles. Apparently they found the turtles by chance but, once
found, the birds were reluctant to leave the area. This problem was
remedied by placing a screen cover over the tanks.
Raising young hawksbill turtles in captivity appears to be
possible on a limited scale. The aggressiveness of the turtles dictates
that they cannot be crowded, and the turtles in one tank must be of
approximately the same size. The food conversion ratio of 3:1 indicates
an efficient use of food. Whether or not these animals can be raised
economically will depend on the proximity of a cheap protein source.
However, raising them past the critical early growth stages as a
conservation measure is possible and may help increase the natural stocks
;
of turtles. '
TABLE I; ffOOD CONVERSION IN BAWSBILL TURTLES

Group I
Total- food available
per turtle

747.7 gms.

Average weight increase
per turtle

244.5 gms.

Conversion ratio

'

3-05-'

Group II
'»; ^80.4 gms.

232.7 gms.':

2.92
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FIGURE I:. TURTLE WEIGHT AND CARAPACE LENGTH INCREASE WITH TIM
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PROGRESS OF BOAT BUILDING PROJECT
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Mr John Fyson, FAO adviser on fishing boat development, is
working hard in Suva to develop the SPIFDA boat building project as
recommended "by the second meeting of the Consultative Committee and
approved by FAO, Rome.
He sends us news of his.work.

]
:

1. Progress
58 ft.M f err o-cement "boat for Western ..Samoa
After a visit to Western Samoa in November a revised layout and
general arrangement drawing for this boat was prepared and approved
by the Fisheries Officer. On the basis of this arrangement,
•construction and superstructure drawings were prepared giving woodwork
and joinery details. Further detail sketches were also prepared for
such items as windows, vents, mast, rigging, etc.
.28 ft. plywood day boat for Western Samoa
Design and construction drawings were prepared and an equipment
specificiation made out for this vessel which is being built in the
boatyard of Millers Ltd., Suva. Drawings made as follows:
Profile and deck plan
Lines plan and offsets
Construction profile and plan
Construction sections
Trolling boom fittings
Regular visits were made to the yard to check on progress of the
construction.
The boat was launched on 20 April and a trial run was made on
22 April giving average speed of 12.4-0 knots at 2,200 rpm and 10.69
knots at 2,000 xpm. Due to delay in shipping a further trial run
was made giving ah average Bpeed of 11.25 knots at 2,100 rpm with
three people aboard, and 9,7 knots with "bait tanks full and three
people aboard,
The boat was sent by cargo deck transport to Apia on 29 April.
27 ft. fisheries patrol boats .for Fiji
An arrangement drawing was prejDared for' two versions (long and short
range) of a 27 ft, fisheries patrol vessel. This drawing was
requested by the Fisheries Division of £he Fiji Government.
17 ft. 6 in. flat bottomed wooden boat'for the inshore fishermen of

mi*.
Two drawings based on an FAO design were made showing construction details of this boat to enable a costing to be made for local construction.
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35 ft. ferro-cement fishing boat for Fiji
•; A'general'arrangement1,- lines plan, and offsets and a .construction•:; profile, and plan'were prepared for a. '35 ft. general-purpose, fishing
...boat. t.b.Lbe: used1 in >'the unit fishery project schemes. Based, .on;,an
FAO hull, this' hew arrangement is to provide a boat suitable for
the carrying of small dories, multiple trolling and hand and deep
reel line fishing.
A brief specification giving details of the construction method
has also been prepared- .This.boat may.also,:pr:dve'."!td be' of "'interest
in Tonga and drawings are to be. sent to the Government of -Tonga for
inspection and' comment*
, , ... ,,-. ,--.
Building • bavs for the construction of 'ferrc-cement fishing boats
'' ^Sketches, and material^,lists have teen .prepared" for1 the e^ectiqa of
two' covered building ,baysi for the construction of'future 35'ft. ferrocement boats at the Fisheries Division compound, Lami.
Third 30 ft. ferro-cement boat
Advice and supervision of the covering of the hull with mesh, .
plastering and curing were given during-the construction of this
boat to date*
Report on the unit fisheries -pro.ject in Fi.ii
Assistance was given in the writing of sections on boat building,
proposals for vessels and operating costs.
Other vessels for Fiji
Preliminary investigations have been made into the preparation of
a design for a suitable fish-carrying vessel of 40 to 45 ft. to be
built'in ferro-cement. Basic dimensions and carrying capacityhave
been:proposed and further work on this design will be.carried out
within ;the coming' months. '
Outline sketches have been requested for the construction of a 25 ft.
inboard powered open fishing boat for the inshore fishermen of Fiji.
This, boat will be;'used for gill netting and long lining in inshore
protected waters.
•:•„;.. '.':.^J^.
Ferro-cemert and concrete rafts for mollusc culture •
Investigations,into1 methods of construction and'a'provisional costing
have been made.. An outline sketch of a raft has been prepared and
costings of pontoon sections and beams requested in 'order.-•.toi'BSepare
: ;a_.mor;e:,d,et_ailed cost estimate; -"
'••• "
'
^j-^'.,.

:::\:.:.:.y,L:
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35 ft. -sei^^i-splacen^Bt'li^v'''fishiiu.' boat -. ., „,...
Following requests at. the ; second meeting'of .'the Consultative Committee
preliminary lines plan and arrangement are in preparation; work will
continue on this project.
Programme tff work
During the coming months the following work is proposed:
Complete drawings, work programme material, lists and "building
instructions &>T the 35 ft. wooden day boat requested'by the Samoan
representatives at the second meeting of the Consultative Committee,
Continue to provide supervision of ferro-cemeni fishing boat under.
construction for Fiji.
Advise on construction of building bays,
loft lines and supervise construction of first 35 ft. ferro-cement
fishing boat as soon, as, loan approval is obtained.
Advise Fiji Government;on 40-45 ft. ferro-cement carrier boat to
be built for the transport of fish in the unit fishery schemes.
Provide drawings for a 25 ft. wooden inboard engined open fishing
boat for the inshore fishermen of Fiji,
Provide detail drawing of bait tank and well construction and
drainage for 75 ft. fisheries research vessel to be built by Marine
Department shipyard, Fiji,
Supervise construction of ferro-cement raft for mollusc culture
ordered-by Fiji Government at a cost of approximately Fiji $ 1,700'(US',$2,098).. . ..••;•'..
The raft structure is to be 20 ft. long and 40 ft. wide with two
.transversal floating pontoons 20 ft. K 5 ft. x 4 ft. made of pre-cast
units and three longitudinal prestressed concrete beams supporting a
wooden: frame.: 'This type of raft for mollusc, culture was suggested by
Professor F* Doumenge, Project Manager, SPIFDA, after a visit to the
experimental mussel farm in Marlborough Sound, Blenheim (Hew Zealand)
•last February. "
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TBAXBWG COURSE ON EBESH-WATBR &IATJT PBATO CULTURE
EAST-WEST FOOD INSTITUTE. HAWAII- '
15 June to 15 October 1972

River basin developments have frequently resulted in the demise
of economically significant prawn and shrimp fisheries in deltaic regions
below such developments. On the other! hand, reservoirs created as a result
of river basin development provide excellent opportunities, if properly
managed, for prawn, and shrimp* production on a scale impossible "to a'obieve
in undeveloped rivers. Recently developed techniques in breeding prawns
in captivity now makes it possible to develop the potential of newlycreated reservoirs through deliberately planned prawn and shrimp farming.
Developing the capacity to utilise new and existing water resources through
the application, of this new breeding technology would serve to reduce the
anticipated "protein gap", provide employment for several thousands of
people and launch a lucrative export industry based on a highly elastic
world demand, providing valuable foreign exchange.
The Food Institute have planned this four-month programme, which
will be held in Hawaii with an anticipated twelve participants from seven
countries, in the belief that the training will provide a.basis for joint
study of the skills and understandings needed in the application of new
technology to specific new projects growing out of the Mekong River basin
development as well as to current fisheries projects in areas of southeast
Asia and the South Pacific^.
Programme ob;jectiyes-_andi resource^
The broad overall objective of this programme is to develop
skills and understandings requisite to planning and implementation of
culture of giant prawn, Macrpbrachium rosenbergii. Emphasis will be given
to the practical aspects of developing and operating a hatchery and to the
operation of ponds for rearing marketable sized prawns. Eelated skills in
identification, feeding, disease and water quality will be included; progress
in fin fish culture will be observed and studied and general fisheries
production and management in. relation to the total food system discussed,
The resources of the Hawaii Pish and Game Division, the Hawaii
Institute of Marine Biology, the Oceanic Institute and Fish Farms of
Hawaii Inc. are being combined to provide a broad base of learning experience.
Programme calendar (dates tentative)
June 15-23

Arrival, orientation, programme arrangements. Participants
should be prepared to give brief reviews of fishery
operations in their country.
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June 26 - Aug. 8
•-

45-days of practical experience* Each..-participant
will rear and care "for a tar. IT of larval prawns,
also gaining experience in transporting juveniles,
in operating rearing ponds and rearing prawns to
commercial size,

Aug.

Work study at Pish Farms of Hawaii Inc. at Kihei,Maui.

9 - Aug.17

Aug, 18

Study evaluation.

Aug. 21 - Septe29

Focus on variety of topics as: selection of hatchery
and pond sites; design, construction, operation and
maintenance of rearing ponds; identification of
decopod crustaceans; dieeases; natural and
artificial feeds; water quality; marketing; •
reproductive physiology, larval rearing and larval
feeding of fin fish.

Oct. 2

Tentative planning of home programmes using skills
and processes learned.

_ Oct. 5

Arrangements
Participants must have a B.Sc. degree or equivalent, preferably
with fisheries or zoological bias.
Knowledge of English essential.
Previous aquaculture experience preferable, not necessarily with prawn
fisheries. It is highly desirable that participants already, or on
completion of training, bs directly responsible for relevant work in
their respective countries*
Participants will be housed in a residence hall located on the
campus of the Ea,st~West Center. Instruction will take place at four
different sites and transport will be arranged.
Asian and Pacific Island participants will receive US $210
per month for meals and incidental expenses (effective June 15); housing
will be provided. All books and other materials required will be paid by
the East-West Center. Participants will be covered by health and accident
insurance. While travel to and from Hawaii will be arranged and paid for
by the participant's nominating agency, the East-West Center will provide
funds for local transportation associated with the programme.

*
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LOSS OF JMSS' FOPHDATIOM BESEARCg VESSEL "SMRCHER"

Professor A.L. Tester,-of' Hawaii University, has in recent
months been planning ,a marine' research progranme' to be'undertaken"
in 1975 and 1574 in conjunction with the Janss Foundation of America
who had acquired and fitted out an 88 ft. vessel to promote scientific
• research in the Pacific..
Professor Tester visited many territories
alld
- ^ o u ?kt discussions with, many organizations - including the
University of the ;South Pacific in Suva, ORSTOM and SPIPDA in Noumea
and the University,of: Guan. - and also with scientists attending the
International. Symposium, on Oceanography held in Wellington in
February. '
•,-..-•
- :' —r •
Many proposals were submitted relative to basic.studies of •"
reef'.and lagoon, mangrove and pelagic and benthic fauna on deep sea
structures (guyot and submerged volcanoes).
V/e have recently received the news that a disaster has
overtaken the "Searcher", which caught fire, burned and sank off
Costa Ricai on 2 May 1972, while returning from a cruise to the'•••
Galapagos Islands, This is a great blow to the hoped-for opportunity
of major marine research in the a ^ a and it is not known "whether the
Janss Foundation will procure and outfit another vessel*

*
*
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OBITUARY
Alan Banner"

26-year old Alan Banner was a young, enthusiastic graduate
marine "biologist devoting his energy to the field of'applied marine
-research. On 17 April 1972, while swimming to an offshore island in
"Western Samoa for a project dealing with turtle management, he •was attacked
and killed instantly by a six-metre shark, probably a tiger shark.
As a Peace Corps volunteer, Alan Banner spent two years in
Fiji before joining .the Western Saraoan Fisheries Service in January
1971; he had chosen marine ressource development in the South Pacific
• as his life career as he wanted to help the island people, He was
planning to return home to Hawaii in less than a month.
Alan's good nature, helpfulness and decisive personality
were highly valued by all those who came into contact with, him in the'
course of his. work,. His.loss will be acutely felt for in Fiji, as in
Samoa, one came to. rely qn his help in any new ventures aimed at
exploration and conservation of marine resources.
Through the medium of this Newsletter we would like to
express on behalf of all those associated with SPIFDA. our sincere
condolances to Alan Banner's family and, more particularly, to his
father, Professor A.H. Banner of the University of Hawaii who, for'
many years, through his research on ichtyosarcotoxism, has been joining
his effort to those who work for the increased well-being of the
indigenous plpulations of the Pacific islands.
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"SHADOWS BEFORE"

FAQ:

Seminar on the design and construction of ferro-cement
fishing vessels, Wellington, Hew Zealand

9-15 October 1972

vSouth Pacific Commission:
Third meeting pf. the Cpn^ultative Committee'ofj "the • ' :>' ! '"'
'South Pacific Islands Fisheries Development Agency,
Boumea, Hew Caledonia
7 - 9 August 1972
Fifth Technical Meeting on Fisheries, Noumea,
New Caledonia

10,11 August 1972

(and 12 August if necessary)
/Draft agenda for "both the shove meetings were distributed
.by the South Pacific Commission on 9 May 1971/'
',.'.'
Twelth South Pacific Conference, Apia, Western Samoa

19-29 Sept.

1972

Japanese Management Association:
Second International Ocean Development Conference and
Exhibition, Tokyo, Japan

*

*

4 - 9 October 1972

